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NOTE: Long code lines that do not fit completely on one line of this document are shown in italics and continued on to the next line.

1. Configuration Files

1.1 allstr_actgen.cfg

TRANSIMS_ROOT               /n/father/transims/CaseStudy3/scenarios/allstr
CONFIG_DEFAULT_FILE         $TRANSIMS_ROOT/allstr.cfg
ACTIVITY_FILE               $TRANSIMS_ROOT/activity/AS1.25
ACT_LOG_FILE                $TRANSIMS_ROOT/log/ActivityGenerator.log
ACT_HOUSEHOLD_FILE          $TRANSIMS_ROOT/activity/hh
ROUTER_HOUSEHOLD_FILE       $TRANSIMS_ROOT/activity/hh
ACT_PROBLEM_FILE            $TRANSIMS_ROOT/activity/act.problems
ACT_TRAVEL_TIMES_FILE       $TRANSIMS_ROOT/activity/traveltime_040601
ACT_TRAVEL_TIME_FUNCTION_MODES 1;2;3;7
ACT_TRAVEL_TIME_INTERVALS_FILE $TRANSIMS_ROOT/activity/time_intervals
ACT_SURVEY_ACTIVITY_FILE    $TRANSIMS_ROOT/data/survey_activities
ACT_SURVEY_WEIGHTS_FILE     $TRANSIMS_ROOT/data/survey_weights_25
LOG_ACT =
1